GRADUATE AND RESEARCHER COLLEGE/
GLOBAL SKILLS AWARD PROGRAMME 2021-22
The Global Skills Award is for Postgraduate Taught students and is designed to enhance global awareness and improve your employability through a programme of workshops and lectures.

What do I need to do?
- Just attend as many workshops and lectures that interest you
- No assessments
- Part-time students are able to participate over two years
- Online options are available (both live and recorded events)

For information on upcoming events and workshops visit our training portal https://grctraining.targetconnect.net

Examples of previously held lectures
- Walking, talking solidarity: calling for an end to indefinite detention
- Pandemics: past, present and future
- Racism in the UK: panel discussion
- Flexible working
- What does the future of legal gender regulation look like?
- Climate change
- Exploring global cultures

Examples of previously held workshops
- Researching and managing a dissertation
- Using LinkedIn
- CV and cover letters
- Presentation skills
- Leadership sessions
- Negotiation skills
- Time and stress management
- Writing Skills
- Teamwork in theory and practice

Global Skills Award Introductory Event
11 October, 18.00-19.00
Find out more, including how to enrol at our online Global Skills Award Introduction Event (full details of this event will be emailed to you)

“I’d absolutely recommend it – it’s such a great scheme / initiative to develop not only your own skills but overall awareness and knowledge of areas you wouldn’t have done without this! Plus, you get Employability Points – so it’s even more incentive just to learn!”